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Dordogne, south-west France
Archaeological interest holidays
Enjoy discovering the richest archaeological areainEuropein the delightful surrounding of a
restored 18th century house with superb accommodation, facilities andcuisine.
Your guide, Peter Danks, is an experienced archaeology tutor resident in theDordogne.
Maximum benefit will be achieved by the way lectures and visits are arranged.
Small groups of all levels of experience catered for throughout the year for one- or two-week
periods.
Return travel arranged.
For further information write toJames Sinclair, 65 Cadogan Square, London SW1,
or telephone 010 33 53 91 90 75 (France).

NEW PUBLICATIONS FROMTHECOUNCILFOR BRITISHARCHAEOLOGY
Urban archaeology in Britain (Research Report 61)
edited by John Schofield & Roger Leech
Review of current work and achievements, and research priorities in a number of areas of urban
archaeology. The essays are divided into two groups: four period surveys (Roman to
post-medieval) and eight topic surveys (topographical). The volume is prefaced by two general
papers and concluded by a contribution on the study of pottery in towns. As well as topographical
and architectural matters, the authors examine the changing economic, social and political
systems of urban societies.
The mansio and other sites in the south-eastern sector of Caesaromagus: the Roman pottery
(Research Report 62)
by C. J. Going
f 16.95
Report by Chelmsford Archaeological Trust, accompanying the forthcoming excavation report.
Presents a form and fabric typology of the Roman ceramics found in the town, and illustrates
stratified groups dating from the later 1st through 4th centuries.
Theexcavation of anIron Agesettlement at Thorpe Thewles, Cleveland, 1980-1982
(Research Report 65)
by D. H. Heslop
f 18.50
Description of the first major, large-scale excavation of a boulder-clay lowland site in northern
Britain. The exceptional degree of survival of the horizontal stratigraphy provides new evidence
of the Iron Age subsistence economy, and the first contact between the native population and
the Roman Empire.
Research priorities in archaeological science
edited by Paul Mellars
Series of papers defining the essential research objectives and priorities in a range of
archaeological areas, as well as the general role of archaeological science in field research.
Compiled by the Archaeological Science Committee of the CBA, with contributions from other
specialists.

To orderany of these books, pleasesenda cheque,postalorder, oryourAccess no. to
CBA, 112 Kennington Road, LondonSEll6RE. Pricesinclude UKpostage.
A complete catalogueandstocklistis also availableon request.

